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The military is a great matter of the state, it is the ground of death and life, the Tao of survival or 
extinction . One cannot but examine it. 

Sun Tzu 
 
It was a dawn operation, our informant had established some materials of interest to the Empress 
Dowager Tsu-hzi and we launched an expedition to liberate them from their hiding place, a small 
farmstead. 
Led by the mysterious Dragon Lady and accompanied by Master Wu-Jen and a Yeti from the 
Mountains to the North a small clan of Boxers and Lower Class members approached the Farmstead 
from the south. 
The Dragon Lady in her wisdom and experience split her forces and approached warily. The 
objectives were two crates, and it quickly transpired that we’d have to load the crates onto horses to 
move them, fortunately one was close to us and one of the Boxers approached this with caution. 
The other however was across a bridge behind a farm house and it was then that we realized that 
Von Stroheim and the Prussians had interest in our find as well, it appears this would not be a quick 
endeavour. 
Sun Tzu said “If I wish to do battle, the enemy cannot but do battle with me” and with that in mind 
our formidable Dragon Lady Charged, with her on the east side of the path were the Yeti and a Boxer 
armed with a Muzzle-loading Rifle, a weapon symbolising the might of our advance into the new era 
of warfare. 
 

 
The forces of the mysterious Orient gather to do battle. 

 
To the west of the path Master Wu-Jen Led a force moving behind the wall and across the river, with 
him were two members of Tong and  another Boxer. 
As a member of Tong reached the first crate the Prussians demonstrated the might of their 
firepower, it was not as impressive as I imagined with large amounts of noise and not much else, the 
Dragon Lady merely flicking incoming shots aside with her Fan. 
She must have sensed some danger though as she summoned her Mystical powers forth and cast 
water bullets, the bullets being fired at her and those with her working to less effect (Water bullets 
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is an expensive single use Mystical power that adds +2 to all pluck rolls to any within 6” of the caster 
until a member is removed by a bullet). 
The Prussian Doctor Kobalt had reached the other crate at this time but sensing the incoming Yeti 
and Dragon Lady took refuge behind the Farmhouse supported by a couple of Jägers he took 
defensive position with his Arc Pistol firing up. 
The Prussians had a Machine Gun, this was neither expected nor welcome, and it ripped into a Boxer 
scattering his body and rifle into the wind. Master Wu Jen moved up to engage, exploding into 
terrifying speed (he moved 11”) and, sensing the threat he possessed, the Prussians poured all the 
firepower they could into him. Having grown used to the Mystical Powers at his control he was not 
lulled into the false sense of security the Water Bullets provided and was shot down, a slight to his 
name and honour which rendered him useless (he was outside the 6” radius of effect). 
Outraged at this dishonourable act the remaining Boxer and member of Tong opened up. A lucky 
shot from a pistol took the Machine gunner out whilst the other Boxer took the Marksmen spotter in 
the eye and felled him beside his comrade. 
While this gun fight went on the Dragon Lady had closed on Doctor Kobalt and, supported by the 
Yeti, started ripping the Prussians to pieces. Their firepower accounted for nothing against the subtle 
might of oriental martial arts, her fan slicing throats while the Yeti plucking their arms off with 
ferocious strength. 
 

 
Few should underestimate the power of an angry Yeti. 

  
Count von Ströheim now joined the fray, his all-electric arm prosthesis reaching for the Dragon Lady 
but she nimbly avoided it and dropped him in one. His Arc Generator stuttering and fizzing as it hit 
the ground.  
This is where the effects of the generator made itself known. The Dragon Lady and Yeti found 
themselves fighting for their lives against as the dead Jägers stood up as Tod-truppen to fight on. 
These abominations powered on through the power of the Prussian Arc Generators. 
As this fight descended into unholy savagery a lone Boxer managed to get to the second crate and 
fled to the east, banking on the Dragon Lady’s ‘Path of Light’ mystical power to help him across the 
river. But as he got to the River the Dragon Lady was dragged down by the Tod-truppen and he 
watched helplessly as the same Tod-truppen advanced upon him. 
It didn’t take long for the Tod-truppen to finish off the remaining forces of Tong, their Revivifiers  
keeping them up despite numerous wounds (a Tod-truppen arises with the Terrifying ability which 
causes fear, and with the Numb ability that allows them to ignore their first failed Pluck roll). 
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The inhuman endurance of the Tod-truppen can often change the course of a game. 

 
All was not lost however, as the only Prussian Forces still standing were the Tod-truppen. With 
Doctor Kobalt and von Ströheim both out of the fight the Tod-truppen could not escape with the 
crate as they were restricted to remaining within a radius of the nearest arc generator. So the Black 
Dragon Tong were able to retrieve the other.  
A narrow win to the Tong. 
 
Coming soon: Through the Eagle’s Eye. The Prussian account of this savage encounter… 


